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ABSTRACT 

homo sweet homo, apiay ofspaces is the Witten component of my current artistic 

practice which maps out the various temtories that 1 negotiate as an artist. This document 

is not an interpretation of my work, but, rather, offers suggestive possibilities for 

understanding the direction of the motives and gestures that invigorate my work. 

The thesis looks at andplays with notions of space: literal three dimensional places 

such as the body, the home, and the city, as well as the more ephemeral and liquid 

temtories that relate to the spaces within memory, language, and tirne. Allegorically, the 

space of one text is mapped ont0 and into another: the corporeality of homosexual 

experience and desire is read through traditional notions of the home. In this context, 

architecture as space that suppons and frames notions of identity-the site where the 

compulsory repetition of culturally ascribed codes and utterances take place-is show to 

produce the stage upon which human subjectivity is enacted and performed. My focus in 

the thesis is on the inherent cornplexities within spatial discourse and on how 1 seek out, 

appropriate, and remake spaces as habitablequeet-. 

Keywords: Home, Homosexuality, Domestic Space, Architectural Space, Queer Space, 

Queer Theory, Gender Theory, Mark Wigley, AIDS. 
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Words have become the outlet or product of silent histones. 
The readable transfonns itself into the memorable. The thin 
film of writing becornes a movement of strata, a play of 
spaces. 

Michel de Certeau 
The Practice of Everyday Life, xxi 



Pour Julienne Ange Simon: ma mère, mon amie, mon ange. 
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SETTING THE STAGE 

I'm sitting and staring at a blank computer screen for what seems like hours. The 

automatic, ten minute screen saver emerges; my non-existent chapter, the empty file 

eannarked for my thesis, is replaced by an unintermpted field of magenta. It pleases me 

imrnensely, radiating heat and flooding the room, the writing desk, my m s ,  chest, and 

face with a warm glow like blood rushing to the surface of the skin: not in embarrassment, 

but, rather, like the result of rubbing two surfaces together to create Friction. 

From right to lefi chartreuse alphabets scroll by, plaguing the homogeneity of the 

screen, spelling out my project over and over ad nausea. They are sequentially disordered: 

organised in such a way that they are recognisable as language, but I cannot comprehend 

their pattern, or their point of ongin. I can only catalogue the components (in alphabetic 

order) on a sheet of paper 

( one h 
one m 
two 0's 

two e's one h 
one s one m 
one t two 0's 
one w 1 

and try in vain to chart their evanescent and ever-changing paths. 

They move across the space jerkily in nervous tremors, entenng on the right, 

falling off on the left, with a moment, two seconds to be exact, of magenta purity in 

between. And then again, from another position, From another place, they appear on the 

stage and make their exit rather hastily, until I touch the mouse and the chartreuse 

alphabets and the magenta ground disappear. Again I'm sitting and staring at a blank 

computer screen for what seems like hours. The automatic, ten minute screen saver 

emerges; my non-existent chapter, the empty file . . . 



PROLOGUE 

This project, both the visual and texnial aspects, has been influenced by a number 

of people and sources, most notably by being displaced fiom my home and irnmersed into 

a sfrange place. Strange in the usual sense of being foreign and unfamiliar, but also hostile, 

resentfùl, and homogeneous. Here, difference is seen as the undesired stranger, an 

uncanny other. 1 

The city of London, and more specifically the University of Western Ontario, has 

provided the backdrop for the variety of expenences that have shaped and pushed this 

project forward. It is a project that looks at and plays with notions of space-literal, three 

dimensional places such as the body, the home, and the city, as well as the more ephemeral 

and liquid temtones that relate to the spaces within memory, language, and time. It is the 

complexities inherent within a discourse of space that intrigue me: the historical and 

cultural representations of space, how 1 seek them out, appropriate, and rnake these 

spaces "habitable"-peer. * 

' The binaxy structure of "rame" and "other" points to the problematic within the act of representation. As 
Brian Wallis e.uplains, "representations are those artif~cial (though seemingly immutable) consîructions 
through which we apprehend the world: conceptual representations such as images, languages, 
definitions; which include and construct more social representations such as race and gender." Such 
constructions are posed as natural facts and their "misleading pienitude obscures Our apprehension of 
reality." This oppressive contract is fragile and is based on a selective process of defining, categorising, 
ordering, and narning that is arbittary (.w). On the uncanny, Anthony Vidler writes, "as arliculated 
theoretically by Freud, the uncanny or unheimlich is rooted by etymology and usage in the environment of 
the domestic, or the heinriich, thereby opening up problems of identity around the self, the other, the body 
and its absence: thence its force in interpreting the relations between the psyche and the dwelling, the 
body and the house, the individual and the metropolis" (x). 

Michel de Cerceau declares thai The Practice of Everydqv Li/e  is "above al1 concentraied on the uses of 
space, on the ways of fkquenting or dwelling in a place, . . . on the many ways of establishing a kind of 
reliability within the situations imposed on an individual, that is, of making it possible to live in them by 
reintroducing into them the plural mobility of goals and desires-an art of manipdating and enjoying" 
(ni). I use "queer" in a most open and dl-encompassing way acknowledging iîs rich and highiy 
contested etymology. My intention is not to be evasive in defining the word and what (or who) it marks, 
but to keep it in play. 



Admittedly, knowingly, "tactically," ' 1 place myself within the confines of an 

essentialist paradigm in order to expose, invert, and subvert many stereotypes and 

preconceptions concerning femininity, masculinity, and (hetero-)sexuality as inherently 

fixed and natural. In her discussion on the norrnativity of heterosexuality, Diane 

Richardson points out that, "the conceptual frameworks we use to theorise human 

relations rely implicitly upon a naturalised heterosexuality, where (hetero-)sexuality tends 

to be ignored in the analysis or is hidden from view, being treated as the unquestioned 

paradigm" (1). Where sexuality is acknowledged as a significant category for social 

analysis, she continues, "it is primarily in the context of theorising the 'sexual other' 

defined in relation to a normative heterosexuality" (1). 

The space of (hetero-)sexuality is seen in a bipartite manner: completely reliant on 

its opposite for definition, it posits itself as tmth and the undivided point of origin. Such a 

paradigm serves only to re-emphasise the distinctions between self and other, or more 

specifically (given the nature of this project) between masculinity and homosexuality. By 

questioning the genderedness and sexuality OF spaces (interior/exterior), places 

(home/gallery), things (needldpaintbrush), and actions (sewinglpainting), 1 am calling 

attention to the slippage or theplay that is present within their very production. 

For the intent and purposes of this project, home and body are interchangeable and 

metonymic: offenng shelter and Msibility, safety and voice. My intention here is not to 

conflate these concepts because 1 see them as separate entities and distinct spaces, but to 

I use de Cerieau's notion of fuctic ralher ihan strategy because "to be gay" is always already a marginal 
position in our heterosexist culture, De Certeau States that "the place of a tactic beiongs to the other," and 
is a method of consuming and inhabiting within the social, or le propre (the proper) as he wittily calls it. 
Strategy belongs to a "subject of will and power," namely a "proprietor, an enterprise, a city, [or] a 
scientifk institution" (.uiu). 



uncover the multitude of cornmonalties and doublings that are experienced in both. 1 am 

al1 too aware of how over-determined the terms home and bot& have become within the 

discourses of postmodernity, feminism, and gender theory, but argue that it is imperative 

to re-visit and re-write these inherited traditions and histones from a more queer 

perspective. 

As the title homo sweet homo, a p l .  of spaces suggests, 1 am playing wit h and 

mapping the space of one text allegorically ont0 and into another: the corporeality of 

homosexual experience and desire within traditional notions of the home. An allegorical 

structure, according to Craig Owens, is constructed when "one text is read throrrgh 

another, however fiagmentary, intermittent, or chaotic the relationship may be. [Tlhe 

paradigm for the allegorical work is thus the palimpsest;" the original text or image has 

been effaced to make room for another (204). A useful example of the idea might be 

likened to when stitches are removed from cloth and the presence of the stitch remains in 

the piercing of the fabric, as a trace, or residue. The implication of an allegorical strategy 

is not then a denial or absolute rejection of the text, nor simply the placing of a text with 

an underlying meaning alongside its literal one, but, rather, an act of appropriation, 

confiscation, and an interpretation of that text. Allegorical structure is not hermeneutic; it 

is meant to replace and to finction as a supplement to what is already ascribed as 

culturally significant (Owens 205). 

My reason for adopting such a tactic is to renovate the spaces within these 

inherited texts and histories, which, it should be duly noted, is an act not synonymous with 

restoration. In Imminent Domuin, Christopher Reed observes t hat, " renovation is not 

simply a question of style [but] a process of taking place;" it underlines "the obvious 



metaphors of knocking down barriers and opening up closets" as being clearly relevant to 

the construction and negotiation of queer identities (67). Renovation is a renewing of the 

old, the out-dated, and the abandoned to daim as one's own in the present: a reordering 

of space and place to make the uninhabitable inhabitable. 

It cornes as no surprise to me that 1 should be intrigued by the architecture of 

home. Mer  all, isn 't it everyone 's d r e m  to own a house, to settle d o w ~ ,  10 raise a 

fumiiy? The desire for home (a signifier of status, position, and belonging), has been 

inculcated since birth through the telling of stories and fairy tales, from family genealogies, 

scrapbooks, and photo albums to al1 fonns of mass media and cultural productions. To this 

day, 1 still want to own a house, to make a home, but the image 1 have of that space is 

vastly different from what is connoted when one thinks of the familiar line, "Honey, I'm 

home!" 

The title, homo sweet homo, is derived from a needlework I completed in 1994, a 

play on the proverbial "home sweet home." 1 was compelled to the work by the "farnily 

values" rhetoric that ensued around bill 167: a progressive piece of provincial legislation 

that sought to acknowledge and endow same-sex couples with the rights equivalent to 

heterosexual, common-law relationships.~he needlework succinctly places a visible gay 

body within the discourses of home and family and reveals the hegemonic construction 

inherent in both. The activity of needlework locates my point of entry into the architecture 

of the domestic, like homosexuaiity, a site where a man loses his mythic masculinity. 

To speak of architecture, it is important to note that 1 intend the broadest 

comprehension possible. 1 am interested in an architecture that encompasses not only 

The bill was defeated dwing second vote. 



buildings, secular or sacred, Baroque or Modem, but the physical and psychicaf constmcts 

which produce closet bodies and civil spaces, public bodies and private places, as well as 

the social noms, myths (and perversions) that fumish them. Architecture is space that 

supports (conceals) and &es notions of identity; it creates the stage where human 

subjectivity is enacted and performed; it is the site where the compulsory repetition of 

culturally ascribed codes and utterances take place (may be witnessed) and are closely 

monitored. 

Mark Wigley maintains that the role of architecture 

is explicitly the control of sexuality. Marriage is the reason for building a house. 
The house appears to make a space for the institution. But mamage is aiready 
spatial. It cannot be thought outside the house that is its condition of possibility 
before its space. The word oikos refers to the identity between the physical 
building and the family it houses. Equally, it refers to their hierarchical division. 
The word for the dweller of the house becomes 'husband,' such that the art of 
econorny which orders the oikos is literally that of 'husbandry. ' Mile  the house 
protects the children fiom the elements, its primary role is to protect the father's 
genealogical claims by isolating women from other men. Reproduction is 
understood as reproduction of the father. The law of the house is undoubtedly no 
more than the law of the father. The physical house [the architecture] is the 
possibility of the patriarchal order that appears to be applied to it. (336) ' 

The foregoing is central to my argument: what needs to be controlled and ordered by the 

house is anything deemed excessive within it. Fernale sexuality as Wigley argues, and male 

homosexuality as 1 will prove in this paper, are areas of utmost concem. The importance 

placed on the implication of "husbandry," the art of domesticating and ordering the 

The "law of the father" refers to the Lacanian term, the Nonte ojthe Father. It is not the s u m e  of a 
given family, or a red person, but a symbolic funcîion. Marriage will serve to cernent relations in the 
comunity and wiil make the man and the woman mere players in a larger symbolic organisation, part of 
the symbolic chain: the law of patriarchy (Grosz, Semai Subversions 20). Moreover, as Joseph Bristow 
writes, "fl]ike an omnipresent phantom or al1 presiding deity, the phdlic symbol of paternal authority 
retains its pre-eminence by hiding within the structures it govems" (95). 1 would suggest, as does Mark 
Wigley, the term "closeting" here as it iilustrates the masquerade and surface structure of both 
masculinity and compulsory heterose.wality (389). 



z~nnaturd, reveals the boundaries provided by the house to control and contain what falls 

or flows outside of it. The fluidity of sexuality, be it fernale or homosexual, "threatens only 

in as much as it is misrnanaged" (Wigley 334). The house, or architecture in general, 

functions (misogynistically and homophobically) as a double and assumes the role of 

man's self-control against such messy intemptions. Ironically, what is inferred by the 

house is that illicit desires are already housed within the male subject, revealing his need to 

puri@, cleanse, and control these urges-to rid or repress what is (supposedly) unnatural, 

exterior, and other to himself The space and sudace of the house, as well as the man, and 

the discourses that surround them are, as Wigley notes, closeted (389). 

Instead of closing the door to this closet, 1 must enter it and take stock of its 

particularities, histories, and contents; an appropriate place to begin my investigation is 

with the construction of home and the homosemal. 

Closet bodies and Civil spaces 

Home and the homosexual are ofien perceived as being diametrically ~ ~ ~ o s e d . ~  On 

the one hand, they are polarised by the rhetoric that envelops the home as a safe haven for 

the propagation of the nuclear farnily and the formation of patriarchal power 

constructions; on the other, homosexuality is viewed with disdain, disgust and (dis)ease- 

a threat to the health and fabric of the status quo. Implicated within this statement is a 

profound discornfort with and hatred towards homosexuais because they paradoxically 

6 Although I have cast home and the honioserual as diametrîcally opposed, I am well aware of the cunent 
visibility of gay men and their homes featured in decorating journals; house and home advertisements, 
both television and print, with gay men as their primary target group; historiai movements dedicated to 
the domestic realm (Arts and Crafts, the Bloomsbury Group, Omega Workshop) and the men that made 
up their membership; and will use this material tacticaily to cal1 into question the myhs and ideologies 
dwelling in the space of the home. 



maintain and transgress the tenuous boundary between homosociality and 

homosexuality-without and within. In Sexuality, Joseph Bristow States that 

male-male desire is legitimated on a hornosociaî basis: that is, through bonds that 
maintain the privilege accorded to the male sex. Such homosociality, which 
involves men working in patriarchal league with one another, is regulated by two 
foms of oppression: homophobia and misogy~iy. So, to ensure that relations 
between men retain their social pre-erninence, there have to be two sema1 
structures of oppression in place. On this view, we can see how male-dominated 
Western society uses mamage as an institution that involves the exchange of 
women between men. At the same time, heterosexual marriage retains its 
entitlement because of the stigma attached to male-male eroticism. (205) ' 
Homosociality demands that heterosexual men be conscious of how diffwent they 

are fiom women and homosexuals, between being a homosociai man (a man's man) and a 

homosexual man (a man interested in men). This dialectic is, as al1 oppositional structures 

are, extremely fragile and fraught with contradictions; it relies on exaggerated notions of 

difference. Ironically, the differences are often invisible. Some homosexuals work to 

develop a "heterosexual persona," for example, in order to maintain or construct a 

seemingly masculine exterior, both to pass for-or to parody-the man's man. Men in 

general, it can be argued, engage in a worksut to ampli@ and project a more masculine 

body, a body that is inscripted and read as m t  ferninine, and therefore, not weak-not 

(anaily) penetrable. Paradoxically, a muscular body renders men more desirable to homo 

and hetero men alike.' 

7 Bristow's argument is based on Eve Kosofsky Sedgvick's Between Ilfen: English Literature andkIuIe 
Homosocial Desire. The concept of homophobia stemming from deeply entrenched rnisogyny has also 
been docwnented by Cornwall and Lindisfame (13-15), Forrest (97-99), Miller (13-18)' Tyler (3740), et 
al. 
8 1 treat the notion of "passing as straight" with greater complexity in Episode 1.3: queer lookinglqueer 
acting, but, for the sake of my argument, choose to present what could be considered "common beliefs" 
concerning men's bodies and prescribed behaviour between hetero and hornosexual men. 



Muscular male bodies are analogous to classical architecture-they are designed, 

shaped, engineered, constructed, built-up, and most of all, maintained. The ideai male 

body, according to early Greek thought, is the foundational construct for building. The 

male body therefore serves as the paradigm for the architect-its nafural symmetry and 

proportion are the quintessential mathematical points of reference. In classical 

architectural theoiy, the body is projected ont0 the building, which represented it and 

mirrored its ideal perfection. "The building denved its authority, proportional and 

compositional, from this body, and, in a complementary way, the building then acted to 

confirm and establish the body-social and individual-in the world" (Vidler 71).' 

The surfaces of both the male body and of architecture are continuous, with their 

openings heavily monitored and their outer skins drawn tight to deny any impression of 

excess, entry, or inside. They are to be seen and even worshipped fiom the outside, as 

everything is exterior to them (stereotype as archetype), naturalising a stable and 

uninterrupted sense of the self The phallic signifier of a building is its upward thnist, 

Marcia Ian reminds us, not its interior spaces (198). The appearance of an effeminate male 

body can arouse feu  in men because it is a signifier of interiority: a male body tumed 

inside out, made wlnerable, permeated, and thus feminised. A flaccid body challenges the 

very notion of mythic masculinity and essential maleness. 

- 

"Man as mode1 for architecture7' is well documentai by many who take up Vitmius's thoughts: Vafing 
the "origins of proportion to the Greek canons of bodily mathematics, to be incorporated by the architect 
. . . in the column and in the relations of the different parts of the order to the whole, and thence to the 
building" (Vider 7 1). Further, see Ian (1  9 l), Wigley (357), Betsky (30-34). Ironically, the projected 
image that Vidler refers to is that of a man, nude and muscular, suspended within a square and a circle, 
spread eagle, held captive and made ready to penetrate, to enter, as one passes through a porthole into the 
body of a building. As a point of interest, the exhibition space is a square form housed within a round 
edifice. 



Misogynist and hornophobic biases are as prevalent in architectural discourse as 

they are within patriarchal rhetonc; Mark Wigley expliates this when taking up Alberti's 

fifteenth-century treatise, On the Art ojBuilding in Ten Books. He notes that the "spaces 

[interiodexterior of the house] literally produce the effect of gender, transforming the 

mental and physical character of those who occupy the wrong place" (334). As an 

exarnple he offen this quote by Xenophon, a fifih-century Greek philosopher, "compelled 

to sit indoors, the [male] body becomes effeminate and [his] mind loses its strength." Such 

a man, he continues, is "idle" and "lacks a masculine and glorious spirit." He is 

"contemptible in his apparent inclination to play the pari of women rather than men" (my 

emphasis, qtd. in Wigley 334). Io Wigley continues by saying that the "threat of being in the 

wrong place is not just the feminization of the man, but the feminine per se" (335). The 

man within the home is no longer seen as masculine, but as female, his opposite or other. 

The sign "Woman" appears as artifice-a part that is put-on, played-out, embellished- 

and is relegated to the d e  that is scripted, directed, and controiled by the law of the 

father. 

Bound within the home by choice or by force, the effeminate man (a euphemism 

comoting homosexuality) is entrapped by the homophobic patterns that exist in 

architecture and is seen as occupying the wrong place. He represents disorder and as Mary 

Douglas argues in Pwity and Danger, what is disordered, or not in its proper place, is 

"dirt." Dirt becomes a signifier of the disorder that hornosexuality proposes: 

Our idea of dirt is compounded of two things, care for hygiene and respect for 
conventions. . . . If we can abstract pathogenicity and hygiene frorn Our notion of 
diri, we are lefi with the old [Greek] definition of dirt as matter out of place. . . . It 

1 O Xenophon, Oeconomicus, tram. H. G. Dakyns as "The Economist," in The W o r h  of Xenophon. 
London: Maximillian aad Co., 1897, vol. 3,229. 



implies two conditions: a set of ordered relations and a contravention of that order. 
Dirt then is never a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is a system. 
Dirt is the by-product of a systemic ordering and classification of matter, insofar as 
ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements. This idea of dirt takes us 
straight into the field of symbolism and promises a link-up with more obviously 
symbolic systems of purity. (Douglas 35) 

Here, dirt signals possible danger to the social systems and patterns already in place by 

threatening the house which is a stmcture that regulates and maintains these systems. 

Douglas also localises her argument in and around an essentially defined and classified 

body in suggesting that ordering involves a rejection of inappropriate elements or taboos. 

To establish specific boundaries of the body serves only to naturalise certain taboos as 

myths with respect to appropriate limits, postures, and modes of exchange between bodies 

(Butler, Gender Trouble 1 3 1 ). 

Public bodies and Private spaces 

The bodies most under suspicion are those of the "sexual desiring others," or 

Woman and the Homosexual. Traditionally, they are seen as "ferninine," oozing a fIuid 

sexuality and incessantly overflowing, disnipting the order of the house and the logical 

realm of the mind which guarantees the identity of the masculine subject. The excesses of 

sensual pleasure and erotic play signiQ and demarcate the body as other and deviant. "Tt is 

umatural," as Alberti counsels, " because it goes beyond the honourable work of 

procreation," and is "dangerous because it makes men lose their reason" and should, 

therefore, be condemned to maintain purity (qtd. in Wigley 343). ' ' 

'' To m e r  his  a r p e n t ,  Alberti writes, "We Mght add Wt an overindulgence in anything concernai 
with pleasure is, according to Crates, harmfûi to old and young alike: it makes the old cruel and the young 
efferninate." Leon Battista Alberti, On the Art of Building in Ten Books, tram Joseph Rykwert, Neil 
Leach, and Robert Tavenor. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1988, Book IV, 95. Here, 1 am remindeci of 
two homophobic stereotypes: that of the bitter and cynical old queen, and the weak and nelly young man. 



To "puriljY-which would counter such excesses-is to make the body, and thus 

the home and society, clean, proper, and above all, homogeneous. "[Ildeas about 

separating, puriQng, demarcating, and punishing transgressions," according to Douglas, 

have as their main fùnction "to impose system on an inherently untidy experience" (4). An 

"untidy expenence" may sound as minor as a social~auxpas, but Judith Butler proposes 

that, "[allthough Douglas clearly subscribes to a structuralist distinction between an 

inherently unruly nature and an order imposed by cultural means, the 'untidiness' to which 

she refers can be redescribed as a region of carltzird unniliness and disorder" (Gender 

Trouble 13 1). The untidiness acts as a threat that can be used tactically to trouble the 

ordered states that pattern, police, and protect polite society. 

Douglas herself refers to al1 borderline states, functions, and structure of ideas as 

dangers, possible sites of pollution or contamination. That which is marginal is always a 

site of danger and wlnerability, and adds emphasis to the tenuous boundanes located at 

the orifices of the body. What is let out or expelled from (saliva, phlegm, blood, milk, 

vomit, tears, sweat, piss, curn, shit), let in or consumed by (cum, penis, piss, tongue, shit, 

fingers, fist), the apertures of the body is "marginal stuff of the most obvious kind" 

(Douglas 12 1- 122). For Douglas, the "marginal stuff' are the products of the body that 

are "viscous" or "haif-way between solid and l iquid which cause unease and are classified 

as disgusting (38). The parenthetical lists indicate however, that what is let into a (gay) 

body is both solid and liquid: parts of the physically intact body and what falls away fiom 

it." It is easy to trace, if one wants to adhere to the notions of dirt and contamination, 

" By drawing up such a List, my intention is not to suggest that al1 homosemai men participate in fisting, 
water sports, rimming, etc., but to propose a List of possible "marginal sniff' that illuminates my inferred 
context more clearly. 



how woman, and perhaps more notably the homosexual, become stigmatised. Not only is 

the homosexual designated as dirt for being "out of place" and "transgressing bodily 

boundaries," but he is also-as in the last two decades which are marked by the AIDS 

epidemic-essentially diseased and contaminated. 

It is usefil at this point to address Douglas' earlier (abstracted) reference to 

pathogenicity. In Policing Desire: AIDS, Pornogmphy, and the Media, Simon Watney 

identifies a contemporary construction of "the polluting person," as the homosexual or the 

person with AIDS (8). AIDS, predominantly occumng in marginalised groups,13 becomes 

a symbolic extension of some imagined inner essence of being, manifesting itself as 

disease. Not only is the illness figured as the "gay plague," but within the media's 

sensational and homophobic response to the illness there has been a strategic construction 

of "a continuity between the polluted statu of the homosexual by virtue of the boundary- 

trespass that is homosexuality and the disease as a specific modality of homosemal 

pollution" (Butler, Gender Trouble 132). 

Within the media, AIDS is proselytised as the natural, just, and due reward for sex 

outside mamage (Watney 13), and marks all who are infected with the HIV virus as 

homosexual, regardless of sexual preference or orientation. Reporting on the disease 

becomes a strategy to stabilise the institution of marriage, to reinforce moral codes, and to 

police the permeable boundanes of the body that potentially threaten social order. More 

specifically, the media coverage becomes a means to maintain, strengthen, and bolster the 

myth of the impermeable and discreet (hetero-)male body. 

l3  Homoseyuals, Haitians, Hypodermic Needle Users, and Haemophiliacs were groups Iabelled as king 
high risk of HIV infection and commonly known as the "Four H Club" at the beginning of the epidemic. 



In Volatile Bodies, Elizabeth Grosz argues for the impossibility of such a clean and 

proper body, claiming that "body fluids attest to the permeability of the body, its necessary 

dependence on an outside, its liability to collapse into this outside (that is what death 

implies), to the perilous divisions between the body's inside and its outside. They affront a 

subject's aspiration toward autonomy and self-identityy' (1 93- 194). In the context of an 

imminent threat of contagion, illness, or plague, any kind of opening-be it the orifices of 

the body, or the doon, window, and walls of the houseconstitute the possibility for a 

"medical disorder" to anse. The monitoring of these openings, as Wigley notes, "demands 

a greater vigilance against infiltration" (359), and suggests a necessary distancing and 

detachment from the body must occur. Or, as he suggests, "social order has to be cleansed 

of the body" (344). It is not the physical body itself that is implicated here, but what falls 

away fiom it-the abject1'-and architecture is established as the site of such a 

purification. 

The cleansing must begin with the building itself. "The mechanisms of this 

detachment, fiom sewers to toilets, would become known as 'closets.' They literally closet 

away the abject domain from the spatial representation of pure order" (Wigley 344), and 

protect the building from the effects and demands of the interiority of the body. The 

constniction of the "water closet" becomes a place in which a man can retum to his 

body-masked in privacy, veiled in darkness and invisibility-to keep the surface and 

appearance of his body, and simultaneously that of the building, intact. This new sense of 

privacy was gradually produced by redefining the spaces within the house into a 4'complex 

My definition of "abject" is drawn from Julia Kristeva's Power ofHorror, uans. Leon S. Roudiez. New 
York: Columbia W, 1982. Briefly, the "abject" is Chat which falls away or is e.xpe1led from the body to 
preserve the illusion of purity, identity, and order. 



order of layered spaces and subdivisions of spaces" (Wigley 345). The new order of the 

house, to which 1 have already alluded, is one aimed at closeting. It not only closets the 

abject f?om the house-protecting the building fiom physicai destruction and maintaining 

its abstract punty-but hides from sight what occurs within the house while providing a 

seamless vision of order and control fiom without. 

The man's study, at the centre of the house, offers another space of pnvacy which 

permits the construction of the individual subject, distinct and withdrawn from the unity of 

the family. The man retreats from the cornmon areas to the "true centre of the house," his 

study, to write and (re)represent the order of his family and his domicile. The otigins of 

these p h t e  places are located in a piece of fumiture in the bedroom, such as a locked 

writing desk, transformed into a room, "a closet off the bedroom" (Wigley 347). The man, 

like the homosexual, retreats into the dark and secret recesses of the closet to construct an 

identity, but, unlike the homosexual, it is an identity to be wom, publicly displayed, 

celebrated, and is seen as his true essence. 

The closet stands in opposition to the ordered place of appearance, but is also the 

guarantee that such order may occur. Queers are supposed to be in the closet, and are thus 

forced into it to maintain notions of purity of space. "If the hearth is the hean of the home 

where the farnily gathers to affirm itself in the glow of the fire," the closet is where queer 

space is boni (Betslq 17). The closet is the ultimate interior, the place where intenonty 

starts. It is a dark and unlimited space deep in the centre of the home. It is a safe and 

secret world where a queer man can surround himself with what he has colle~ted.'~ It is a 

place where past, present, and future meet, mingle, and are interchanged. 

IS Collecting, with respect to notions of queerness, is treated more generously in Episode 1.2: collecting. 



The closet is not a place to live in, but a place to hide fiom an alien world and 

retum to the farniliarity of the body-my body. Contrary to popular belief, exiting the 

closet-coming out-is not a one time ordeal but a gesture 1 perform repetitively each and 

every time 1 assert my sexuality or label and mark myself publicly. The performativity of 

such an utterance or gesture upsets the conventions of polite society and makes visible the 

invisibility of heterosexuaiity. Coming out outs and denounces the mythic masquerade that 

upholds masculinity. 

Queer gestures, a Queen's tactic 

The questicn must be posed: what is if to inhabit these spaces, architectural andfor 

bodily? Surely "to inhabit" is not a singular mode of action (to live in), but, rather, 

suggests multiple possibilities and trajectories. Are these actions of "inhabiting" in any way 

different for a gay man than that of a straight one? If so, what are the differences? Where 

and how are they manifested? What are the social and political implications, the bodily 

consequences that emanate fiom the circumstances of a (my) queerly lived domestic life? 

My intention is not to polemicise identity labels or subject positions any Further, 

but to cal1 attention to the constructions inherent within the institution of the family and of 

male identity. Of course it is important to problematise these constructs which uphold the 

normativity of heterosexuality in order to understand the ideologies that govem the home 

and the body. But that is not enough. A further investigation is necessary: one that 

acknowledges and dislocates the binarisms in place. 

I am suggesting a deconstructive project, though distinct from Demda, whose 

"chief concem was to break philosophy's pursuit of ~e~validating truths which exist 

outside of the politics of everyday experience" (my emphasis, Corry 3), I will locate a site 



of resistance within the quotidian-the everyday. Aaron Betsky claims that qzieer space 

"seeks to make same-sex desire part of every-day life" (59). Queer space exists mainly in 

domestic environrnents though it moves beyond this pnvate realm to impose its vision on 

larger social spaces and conventions. In doing so, it domesticates them, making them 

inhabitable. My intent is to qiceer the institution, to make it a home-in other words, to 

make a space for (homo-)sexuality within the institution-through gesture. 

Gesture, as depicted by Betsky, is an exaggeration of the body, extending it into 

space (22). Here, I am not merely referring to overly flamboyant or dramatic manners, for 

1 do not wish to limit the performativity of gestures to such two-dimensional 

representations. Rather, 1 hope to evoke more tactical possibilities. Gesture "allows for 

freedom, because it cm form an unspoken code that escapes notice and thus control" 

(Betsky 22); the ordered state of the institution is queered and its pattern spoilt by the 

manner in which 1-as a gay male subject-act and by the tactics of my operations. 

Christopher Reed proposes queer space as "imminent: rooted in the Latin 

imminere, to loom over or threaten, it rneans ready to take place. . . . More fundarnentally, 

queer space is space in the process of, literally, takit~gplace, of claiming temtory" (64). 1 

am clairning territory-be it the space of writing, as within the scope of this paper, or in 

the movements of my body as 1 navigate through and negotiate thîs space (the home) or 

thar (the gallery). 

The Msual work that accompanies this text is constructed fiom rnemory: my 

memories of being indoors, shut-in, closeted and also of being out-ofdoors, opened-up, 

out. The art work is not about the past but very much about the present. It is not a mere 

interpretation or representation of my memories, with the past gone and its referents 



absent, but a repetition, a reliving, and an acting out, within the present. Here and now, 

childhood recollections become adult ones mapped-over with experience and language 

inaccessible to the  child; adult inhibitions are extricated by the innocence and "seriousness 

of play."'6 In mernory, as Richard Terdiman explicates, "the time iine becomes tangled 

and folds back on itself. . . . The complex of practices and means by which the past invests 

the present is memory: rnemory is the presenf past'' (8 ) .  Memory is an undecidable and 

indeterminate moment confùsing the rational continuum and linear chronology between 

then and now, and ordinary time fiom extraordinary time. The space that is memory is 

boundless and infinite, yet forgettiil, selective, and oAen absent-minded. 

The written, this very body of words, is also about memory, but in a different and 

possibly more complex (or emptied out?) manner. Like the visual work, it too is a 

representation, a text for you, the reader, to h~ow and then name; it is also the space in 

which 1, as the speaker, c m  name and then know (at least for that moment). The 

difference between the p w e r  of knowing to name and the potentiality of riamirtg fo h o w  

are subtle, yet their connotations are not. The first implies a mastering (a colonisation?) 

and a judgement; the latter-a search and an ofFering-up of suggestive possibilities (in my 

terms and on my temtoty). The space and play of words and geography are politically 

charged for a gay white male, an invisible minonty inhabiting a heterosexist culture. 

The voice of writing is, as Derrida argues, a detached voice, disjunct fiom the 

physical body, but 1 would suggest that it is far fiom disinterested or dispassionate. The 

l6 in looking at the distinctions between "workn and "play" in The Ritual of Theatre in Everyday Li/e,  
Victor Turner proposes that: ''The persona 'wvorks,' the individual 'plays;' the former is governed by 
economic necessity, the latter is 'entertained;' the former is in the indicative mood of culture; the latter in 
the subjdve or optative moods, the moods of feeling and desire, as opposed to those cognitive attitudes 
which stress rational choice, ..."( 115). 



writing originates from my queer body, a visible body, made invisible through the act of 

writing. " The writing îùnctions and will continue to exist even in my absence, yet the 

visual work ceases to be the moment my performing body exils the building. My "gesture 

is ephemeral, lasting only as long as the act, and is nothing but the act itself-it leaves 

littie residue" (Betsky 22). 

The voice in writing is atemporal; the space of this writing is amoral. Just as my 

visual work intends to queer the space of the gallery, the building, and the institution, so 

must my writing. 1 am consciously writing within an institutional hmework; one that 1 

treat with respect (by complying to the wntten requirernent) and disrespect simultaneously 

(by queering the space of the institution through my required cornpliance). The space of 

this writing is tactically seductive in that it places my body at isk, renders it vulnerable, 

and insists it be opened up in order to entice the other. It is constructed to deS. wM 

ought to be: the logical space of reason, by being allegorical, rhetorical, and flowery in 

nature. It is full of plays, puns, and dothle-entendres, eiisions between fact and fiction, 

academic script and theatre script. Ii is, in a word, qrreer. 

Queer space "is a misuse [and] defonation of a place . . . pointing the way toward 

an opening, a liberating possibility" (Betsky 5). Queer space does not establish a clear, 

ordered space for itself, it is altogether more ambivalent, leaky, ironic, and ephemeral. It is 

a space that is "shot through with fissures, contradictions, and tensions;" it expresses itself 

rhetorically, "begging the question rather then posing a resolution" (Betsky 20). As a 

marker of queer space I fear the thought of closure since it sets up a false sense of clarity, 

famüiarity, and knowing. Some people fear the unknown because it triggers a sense of the 

17 The performative gesture of this writing, as the reader will discover in the episodes to follow, funciion 



uncanny: "a propensity for the familiar [what ought to bel to tum on its owner" (Vidler 7). 

This notion brings me back to the beginning, my immersion into this strange place where 

difference (sameness?) is seen as the undesired stranger, an uncanny other. 

It is well known that structuraiism argues that in order for rneaning to take place, 

one must be able to discem between this or that, one or the other. A stranger, it rnight 

however be argued, is neither "friend" nor "foe;" it is temporarily indeterminate in which 

category the stranger will be pla~ed-~'ally" or "enemy." We cannot classify the stranger 

because he is not known to us; this not-knowing causes anxiety because it refuses the 

closure and fixity that knowing falsely presupposes. The stranger is an undesired other 

because he poses as a possible threat to the stability of the very structures that uphold the 

ontological subject. Furthermore, he is the potential other who is also the same, an 

uncanny double. The propensity for anomalies, undecipherables, or interruptions to occur 

arnidst the oppositional logic here becomes an obvious menacethe horror of the play 

between the link of signifier and signified. le 

homo sweet homo, a play o f p c e s  takes place between structures: architectural, 

geographical, theoretical, and figural. Thisplay gets playedsut and played-up within the 

very spaces that it finds contentious. This play knows no sense of linear time nor is it 

preoccupied with it. Thisplay is continuous and, in Gertrude Stein's words, is an 

"inevitable beginning of beginning again and again and again" (26). 

- - - - -. . - - - - - - - - - - - 

to challenge and question this notion of invisibility. 
'' 1 I l  treat this topic more generously in Episode 1.4: uncanny others. 



Episode 1.1: homobody 

fie set is completeiy blacked-ottt. Foorsteps are heard. 

He enfers stage-lefr and walks to centre. 

His voice breaks the silertce. 

Home and bo@, they are, as matter of faci, just words. Words: I like words. 1 like the way 

they look on a page. I like the way some words roll off the tip of my tongue. I like the 

sound of some words as they spi11 from my mouth, float across space in currents, and pour 

into my ears-penetrating and filling my body. 

A click is heard The lighr ptw Is, reveuling a chair, a side table with lamp, 

a#d-!en@ niirror, and the sole character before a purplr backirop. 

He has short hair, well-groomed. broad srnile, fi t ,  attractive. 

He wears a fme cotton dress shirt, pale &Ilde, sleeves rolled, top nvo brîitons iîndone; 

came[ trousers and socks; cast~al Iwfrs. He is perfectiy poised. perched as he is, 

crossed-ieggeed. righ over lefr. o,> the a m  of ati over-stidfed, chcolate brmi ,  velvet 

club chair. 

Two magazines are cradled on his I q ,  an rn exterided across his h ~ e e  with the other 

am, hzs righr, positioned upwatds as he absentrindediy fingers the collar of his shirr 

revealing his tanned and smooth chest. He contimres. 

In her discussion of the relationship between home and body, Elaine Scarry 

proposes that 

the room, the simplest fom of shelter, expresses the rnost benign potential of 
human life. It is, on the one band, an enlargement of the body: it keeps warm and 
safe the individual it houses in the sarne way the body encloses and protects the 
individual within; like the body its waiis put boundaries around the self preventing 



undifferentiated contact with the world, yet in its windows and doors, cmde 
versions of the senses, it enables the self to move out into the world and allows 
that world to enter. But while the room is a magnification of the body, it is 
simultaneously a miniatunzation of the world, of civilization. (38) 

The characteristics of a house, its foundation, the supporting and sectioning walls 

which delineate, create spaces, places to inhabit, to enliven-areas of high visibility and 

others much less so-rnirror that of the body. The facades and exteriors of the home and 

the body are as made-up and complex with meaning as are their respective interiors. 

Written on their bodies are reflections of the owner that are fùrther embodied and 

identified within these spaces, both architectural and bodily. 

Architecture allows us to place ourselves in the world, define ourselves in relation 

to others, and create another artificial world that replaces the one we have inherited. We 

make, 

He looks into a mirror briejly: l o ~ g  enoiîgh to &er h e  rest of the line. 

and are made by our own spaces. 

He returns tojace the home. his audience. 

My desire for home was set early on; a boy playing house. dreaming of a time when play 

would be exchanged for reality, where longings are sated, when incessant feelings are no 

longer only housed within the body, but are revealed and wom with the cornfort of a 

favourite sweater. 

He pushes aside a heuvy, deep p p I e  curtuin to reveal a smaiI rom,  a closet, 

to show a collection of the same mgyle sweater in every coloirr it cornes in. 

The red, 



with navy wool trousers; brown with grey pin-stipe; black with black; green with olive 

leather; came1 with wide-wale, brown corduroy; orange with jeans; and blue with tan 

chinos. 1 am acutely aware of when and where 1 have wom which and to whom 1 have 

spoken. 1 plan the next wearing carefùlly, not wanting to cal1 attention to their similarity. 

Entering the closer, he begins to recdlect. 

1 was bom in Pointes-aux-Roches, a small French farrning community east of 

Windsor, population three hundred. During the first four years of my life, 1 lived on a farm 

with my parents and nine brothers and sisters; there we grew tomatoes, 

He ojfers as a rheatrical aside. 

the h i t  everyone mistakenly calls a vegetable. 

We mado the move into town &er losing the fm due to financial reasons, and home 

became a little house on the main Street. Its exterior was clad in shingles, simulating brown 

brick; interior walls were painted butter yellow and sage green with floral pattemed 

linoleum floors. 

Soon, the renovations began. The outside was stripped and redressed in white with 

the peaks of our "A" h e  in maroon aluminium siding. The inside, public rooms of the 

house, the sitting room and the farnily room, were opened up by the removal of whole 

wails, or cut through with larger pass-ways. These two spaces were defined by their 

decor: sculpted nist coloured carpet; gold and ivory polyester brocade drapes; imitation 

walnut panelling on three walls; mirror tiles with gold veining running throughout on the 

founh, with a bar, upholstered and tufied in black vinyl with two matching stools, standing 

in front; a black wrought-iron coffee table with a smoked-glass surface and two matching 

side tables; a floral print, rust velvet sofa in the "good" room; a brown and ivory bouclé, 



reversible sectional with a "hide-away" corner; a veneered circular table; and a walnut 

console television in the "other" room. 

The walls of both rooms were bare, with the exception of the mirror tiles that 

captured your image and reflected it back to you warped and fragmented by its many 

fissures and edges. Devoid of any iconographie images of a saint or loved one, a cherished 

heirloom or piece of art, the rooms seemed continuous and uncluttered, always clean, with 

the feeling of never having been lived in. Wool, brightly coloured and oddly matched, soon 

sprung up everywhere: over the backs of couches, arms of chairs, and on ail legs of any 

piece of furniture. They were crocheted items in glaring orange, sickly yellow, and dull 

dirt-brown, intricate but clumsy. In theory they were meant to be homely 1 guess, but they 

were tembly unsettling in reality. 

The oddest aspect of the renovation took place when the two small windows at the 

Front of the house-fourteen feet from the sidewalk, twenty feet from the road-were 

replaced with one very large picture window, treating passers-by to the spectacle of a 

house turned upside down and in chaos; the psycho-dramas of a displaced, dishevelled 

family were put on display. The window facilitated the viewing of the family room, the 

sitting room and the bar, the kitchen with its eat-in area, and the doonvay to my parents' 

bedroom. The only rooms that escaped public scrutiny and surveillance were the laundry 

room, bathroom, and the boys' bedroom. 

The house lighrs corne up. The stage, the constn~ction of the set, 

the perfmer, and the audience are ciearly visible. 

The completion of the project took five years, encapsulating the steady decline and 

ultimate death of my father, the beginning of my mother's il1 health, three of my siblings' 



marriages, the birth of tive nephews and three nieces, and the ever-growing (public and 

personal) concem and interest in and over rny body-al1 within the steady, critical, and 

unwavering gaze of the town. 

Contributing to the spectacle were my long hair, chubby face and body-al1 that 

fat accumulating around my torso, heaped up, roll upon roll, creating, sirnulating breasts; 

how could 1 blame them? 1 even questioned my own image in the mirror, an effeminate 

boy who stared back at me. 

1 desired to be "like" my mother because 1 perceived her as masculine; masculine in 

that she exuded normative masculine traits and characteristics. S he was confident and 

aggressive, mythically powerful, dressed as 1 remember her, in a grey flannel and white 

pinned-striped pant suit, red felt fedora, matching stiletto heels, and a red Cotton knit 

"dickey." Ironically, her own cross-gendered, self-confirmed image only (re)emphasised 

my own as weak and vulnerable: the boy/son as effeminate, effete, femme, fey. Yet, 1 lost 

al1 that fat during the two years leading up to my mother's death. 1 vacuumed, polished, 

washed, cared for, doted on, tended to, fi-etted over, and cooked myself into a fraction of 

my former self. By the age of seventeen-thin, elongated, and fragile4 knew 1 had to 

leave. Their dirty overalls and work shirts, boots scuffed and mud-covered, juxtaposed 

with my pressed trousers and shirts, ties and sweaters (lots of sweaters, sweaters stashed 

away and never wom); it was clear that 1 was trot like them. 

He stands in front of them, his hand slipping in between the jold: arms folded behind 

backs, bodies bent in hdves, one aiop the other in whal seem to be endless rows. 

He s t d  in me, in absolute wonderment ut the sighr. 



He carefiiy choses one, insertsjkger, then limb, ernbodies. 

He pairs the loosejiiiing, pale yelimv, vv-nck cotton sweater with linen trousers, a 

starched Cotton shirt, and a sage greeli knit tie. The argVle is rendered i t ~  cornfower, 

salmorc. and sage with sand and lawnder crossed-lines. 

Adjusting his tie i t ~  the mimor, he acknowiedges the audience. 

Willingly subrnitting to the desire of the sweater's inscription, 

Defianth, he scrawls the wor& "Sweater Fag " with a marker across the mirror. 

1 mark my body and render it visibly diferent, heterogeneous, mismanaged, and in flux. It 

is a "sexed body," one that testifies to "the incornpleteness of the notion of nutz~re" 

(Grosz, Volatile Bodies 187). What is then mapped on the skin becomes "a surface sign, a 

signification on and with the public body that produces the illusion of essence and reveals 

gender as a performance" (Butler, Imitations 28). 

"Home, 

He rernids the audience, pointing hisfinger acc<csingiy. 

has grim meanings for [a] gay kid or the kid on the verge of claiming that arnbiguous 

identity. Horne is, 

He standF at attentiotmilitmy s@e-heeis togerher, thtrmbs poin~ed dowmards and 

in line with the seam ojhis trousers, bbrrttocks clenched, stomach in, 

chest otit, shmlders square, head up. 

the boot camp for gender; at home, we are supposed to l e m  how to be straight" 

(Koestenbaum 47). 

He rolls his eyes, m i rh ,  pivots on his heels, and smcnters to the 



refrigerator that is at the back of the closet. 

The fidge is white, covered with tinyfi~it  magnets holding 

d o m s  of CU f -art male pin-ilps. 

He opens the freezer door and extracts the white, angora wwl 

sweater from the protective package. 

n e  plastic is crisp, the air is electric alid cool. 

He enjoys the feeling of the chilled sweater against lhe wamth 

ofhis body-Jeeting thoz~gh it is. me sweater q~~ickfy cornes back to Ive. 

He jeels fhe tzcg around his neck, arms enfolding him, embracing him from behind. 

He adjuts the h o t  and the dungling a m s  of the sweater, remembering the insfmctions 

fm the magazine: Castcai, Nomhaiant, Conj?dent! 

He looks once aga i~  info the niirror arrd readies himselfto ieuve the house. 

Lightsfade to black. He exits stage-lefi. 



Episode 1.2: collecting 

Lights up. 

A restaurant facade as backdrop, aaf rai hedge delineutes the outdoor café patio. 

He is sea~ed at a wrought-iron table with a rtewspaper, magazine, and a book beside him. 

He is reading, nnirrsing a cocktail, swizzle-stick if1 hand, pinkie fitlger raised 

He stares out at me from the glossy leafed magazine. Short hair, well-groomed, 

broad smile, fit, attractive. He wears a fine Cotton dress shirt, pale blue, sleeves rolled, top 

two buttons undone; came1 trousers and socks; casual loafers. He is perfectly poised, 

perched as he is, crossed-legged, on the arm of an over-stuffed, chocolate brown, velvet 

club chair in his, Pierfilippo Pieri's, fashionable Paris apartment. Two magazines are 

cradled on his lap, an arm extended across his knee with the other am,  his right, 

positioned upwards as he absent-mindedly tingers the collar of his shirt, revealing his 

tanned and smooth chest. 

1 am struck by the photographs and the text featured in the Elle Decor magazine. 

With great enthrsiasm, and a wink of his le) eye. 

Translated: She Decorates or Her Decor. Pieri, you go girl! Really! The sheer camp of it 

al1 and the rich subtext are outstandingly, blatantly, and wonderfùlly queer-especially to 

this reader. 

He finishes the line while poittting to himselj; 

and beginr to anaiyse the contenfs of the magazine article. 

1 strain to read the titles of the stacked books on a nearby shelf or those of the magazines 

that he has been reading. 1 am, of course s c a ~ i n g  for tell-tale signs, but they are, 

fnistratingly, beguilingiy illegible. His apartment is furnished cleanly, precisely, washed in 



pure white light reflected off his white walls and gilt h e d  mirrors-a perfect foi1 for his 

dark complexion. The ta11 walls are flanked on the one side by two windows draped in 

vintage silk bed linens. The curtains are drawn, withholding from view the Paris landscape 

just below and containing the spectacle within. 

twking iipfrom the magazine, ptrzzfed 

I notice that everything in his apartment is collected in pairs: two brown velvet 

club chairs; two antique Chinese unis with matching pale-hued, variegated rose bouquets 

that fiame the mantel, 

As an aside he offers. 

a few petals grace the floor and are the only things, 1 assure you, that are "out of place" in 

this apartment, 

With a deep inhaIation, he co~rtimîes. 

two intricately carved table lamps, both shaded in deep chrome green with gold filigree; 

another set of lamps, pewter, bulbous in shape with exaggerated cu~linear  handles and 

white shades sit atop a set of side tables, mahogany, art deco in style, square in shape with 

rounded front corners; several pairs of stately, highly polished brass, Russian samovars 

flank the second marble fireplace, identical to the first previously mentioned; on its mantle- 

piece, two ormolu-mounted porphyry ums with a matching set of candlesticks; as well as 

several different pairs of candlesticks of various materials: ceramic, wood, metal, glass, al1 

whirling, twirling, and spiralling inward on themselves. 

He patises to catch his breath and seems, himseg a Mlle dizzy, h i d  io forehead. 

Pieri is quite the collecter! 



Collecting, as I understand it, is (or, at least it can be considered as) a code for 

homosexual activity and identity. "The amoral collector pieri, for example] i s  like the 

experimenter or the mad scientist: he takes apart the living, has no respect for the integrity 

of a body or soul; . . . he hoards. Hoarding, 

[He scnrnches zîp his face.] 

Freud speculated, was a character trait affiliated with anality; [and] we don? have to 

equate homosexuality with anal sex to understand the persistence of this homophobic 

equation: . . . 

[ Which he also writes out on the mirror.] 

to hoard = to be anal = to be gay" (Koestenbaum 62). 

With a brisk gestirre, he draws the ctrrtaiti and the nrirror disappears. 

Wiphig his hana3 cieati of that mess, he cotztinires. 

The home c m  be seen as a collection of artefacts that define the individual by 

seMng as an objective rnap of his passions. They evoke other worlds than the one in 

which he is imprisoned; by mirronng him, the objects become a queer version of the self- 

enclosed world of the family (Betsky 1 1). The husband collects a home, a wife, a couple 

of kids, and the obligatory family pet-presumably a dog, "Man's best fnend-to define 

himself, and puts up a white picket fence to delineate the boundaries between him and the 

rest of the world. The homosexual scours the planet, pilfers, barters, and elaborately 

displays his other worldly treasures about him with glee. As Pien says, and 1 quote, 

He perfonns the qtroting gesture: a double flick of hvo Mgers on each hami 

"1 will always belong where my things are7' (qtd. in Wilkie 173). And I believe him. 

Having displaced myself several times over, moving from this city to that, 1 always feel at 



home-no matter where that place may be-the moment my things are unpacked and 

perfectly displayed. My collection of things make any place homey, tuming an unfarniliar 

environment into an instantly farniliar, and 1 must say, fabulous one. 

With aflip of the wrist. 

And why not? My collection is really al1 about me and has less to do with the individual 

objects. Once the objects have been plucked fkom their original context in the world and 

placed within the collection, their history is replaced with another: an altogether more 

persona1 and self-reflexive narrative. The collection is an exarnple and an extension of 

As Susan Stewart-not to be confused with Martha Stewart, the home-guru to the 

masses, that I hate to love and love to hate-suggests: 

the collection is a form of art as play, a form involving the refrarning of objects 
within a world of attention and manipulation of context. Like other forms of art, its 
function is not the restoration of context of origin but rather the creation of a new 
context, a context standing in a metaphoncal, rather than a contiguous, relation to 
the world of everyday life. (1 52) 

1 must confess though, I'm not a collector of anything in particular, but, rather, a collector 

of very peculiar things. In the past 1 have collected sweaters and shoes-the arnassing of 

shoes 1 know comes fiom my mother-and 1 kept a running list of acquisitions in a small 

book. Simple entnes of what, where, when, and maybe how much. Now 1 buy and collect 

books, masks, and decorative boxes. 

Pa~ises. 

Actually, 1 have never purchased any boxes or masks.. . they have al1 been gifts. Hmmm! 

S W n g  his head as ifto clenr his thoughls. 



Anyway, 1 like these objects because they possess a secret; their contents are a mystery 

until that moment when you tum-over the cover, slip-off the facade, flip-open the lid to 

reveal what's inside. Their embellished extenors belie and defer the meanings that their 

interion mysteriously hold. 

1 also collect things that do not beautifi or adom any interior space; things that are 

altogether nebulous, not really objects, although they become just that once removed ftom 

daily experience and collected as items transcribed ont0 a piece of paper. 1 collect 

performances and gestures that I have enacted or uttered in a green, cloth-covered journal; 

epithets used against the gay community, the list of which is quite impressive and rather 

humorous; recipes, and my sexual experiences-al1 itemised, coded, categorised. and 

numbered. 

1 also, so I'm told, collect other people's experiences or stories and re-tell them to 

others as my own. 1 was not even aware that 1 did this, but it must be true since several 

fnends have accused me of the same crime. You can imagine my chagrin upon being 

publicly denounced as a thief, a plagianst! 

With a slight grin spreading across his face. 

I'm sure 1 do this unconsciously, definitely not intentionally, and am most fortunate io 

have fkiends that find this behaviour endearing. 

Raising his g[ms to motion for another cocktail, he a& wifh a shng of his shudders. 

Who's counting? 

Lighrsfade to black. 



Episodel.3: queer looking/queer acting 

Lighfs corne irp. He is seated simiIarly, as bejore. 

Flavor OC The Month 
BM. 19,6', 187, with relauing 
brown eyes, har t  warming 
smile, enjoys stimulating 
conversation, long walks, 
candle-lit dinners, holding 
hands, laughter. Seeking 
B/HM, 24-35. 

His cockraiI has b e e ~ ~  rejreshed and he is orice ugni)~ reading. 

A newspaper is opened bejore him. 

Spring Into Action Somewhat Shy 
G d  looking WM, 36, tannai Young, attractive GWM, WPTH, 
hot bod, swimmcrs build. 6'3", good condition, ISO similar. Look- 
175 Ibs. who likes working out, ing for fûn, friendship, relationship 
cooking, ISO a confident sexy and love. Into honesty, opcnness, 
man who cnjoys stimulating fitness, walks in the forest, music, 
conversation. WPTH. stimulating conversation, dancing 

and dining and cuddling at home. 

Stimulating conversation? 

He pauses and looks irp and orrt to the arrdience. 

What about stimulating sex? 

He cot~times to peruse the personnIs, shnking his head af  some. grggfing nt others. 

Afer a moment, he cotltitmes. 

Huh! Listen to this: Masculine Man. Gay White Male. 29, 5'8". 165, brown haidgreen 

eyes, hairy chest, goatee, straight lookinglnraight acting, good looking, not into the gay 

scene, homebody. Enjoys golf. hockey, biking, walking, music, movies, quiet evenings at 

home. In search of good looking, GWM 29-36, weight proportionate to height, with hairy 

chest, honest, caring, straight looking and acting, outdoorsy giy, with same interests for 

long terni relationship. No games. No fats or fems.lg 

l9 Al1 personal a& have been paraphraseci or mediated slightly to conform to the argument at hand. Some 
of the abbreviations have been e.qlained in the body of the text, as in the last e.xample, but an index is 
present in the original context. Metro Times petroit] 1-7 July 1998: 87. 



Looking rcp of the aaudience. 

This guy might think he looks and acts straight, but his ad sure is queer. 

The concept of a gay man (self-identified or not) "passing" or wanting "to pass" 

for straight, underlines three very different possible agendas as motivations: (a) to create a 

false assumption due to the invisibility of normative heterosexuality; (b) a politically 

motivated and possibly empowenng gesture revealing gender productions as constructed 

and that "the other" can be rnistakenly identified as "the same;" (c) a rather perplexing 

identity crisis fùelled by a homophobic and misogynistic society, resulting in self-hate and 

fear of being found out or seen as queer. Personally, 1 opt for "b"-rich in parody and 

camp sensibilities-and have realised that over the years, the more butch 1 happen to look 

on a given day the queenier my actions, queering any distinctions between "marna's boy" 

and "macho man." 

Ir1 a voice fosf in reverie. 

My body delineated 

by a pair of EAded button fly levis and a 

plaid flannel shirt with My sleeves rolled up high. 

My arm muscles pumped And pronounced 

Rom the Strain of the constricting cloth. 

You're looking mighty Butch, she says.. -1 raise 

my head to acknOwledge her and promptly 

return to mY needlework. 

He resumes a regufar speakhg voice. 



"Looking" intimates two possible interpretations: it is the act of seeing and the 

state of how one is seen. "Acting" suggests both the physicality of doing or taking action, 

and also a performance. It is difficult-one rnight argue even impossible-to separate the 

act of looking fiom that of acting. 1 look: an act itself requiring a process involving vision, 

and 1 i d ,  or appear a certain way, due to my actions and how they are seen by others. 1 

can alter the way I look (use my vision) by changing my actions (how 1 see and what I 

look at [men] and look for [sex]), or inverseiy, alter the way 1 act (performative gesture) 

to change the way that 1 look (how 1 appear to myself and to other gay men [bottom/top, 

butchIrnama's boy], or to the world around me [straight/gay]). 

Qiieer looking and peer  acting is the ability to "actively see" and "visibly act" 

beyond the space of appearances, to see and act upon the over-looked and the taken for 

gsanted. 

He parcses. 

It's not that queers possess the uncanny ability to see things more clearly than others do, 

but we are, 

Q~iestioning himself: his gaze turning upward towarcls the ceiling. 

Would "I" be more apropos? 

Clearing his throc~t, he repositions himseK and repeats the line from the top. 

It's not that queers possess the uncanny ability to see things more clearly than others do, 

but 1 am accustomed to looking beyond what is presented for the world to read in order to 

obtain the possibly more truthfùl story undemeath. 1 look with a gay's gaze. 

PIeased wiîh himselfand the homophone he hm uttered which 



he recordF i i ~  a green cloth-covered jozlntaI, he continrres. 

Gays c m  identiQ each other by the way they look, their vision. 

He begitn to scan the audience, giaiwing slow& from lep to ri@. 

He s t m h  and begirts to walk awayfiom the table towarcIs the proscetzirm. 

My gay gaze looks searchingly for reciprocation; it is a gaze that desires to find itself 

captured within another, a gaze that intends to reveal the not-apparent, the unintelligible, 

and the unspeakable; a gaze that unmasks and seduces without ever having to bat an 

eyelash. 

In the distance 1 notice a figure. The heat off the pavement goes up in 

hallucinogenic waves distorting and dissolving my vision, my judgement, rendering things 

unclear and unknowable. Soon, 1 can see him as he moves fonvard, continuing towards 

me. He has a particular swagger to his walk, throwing his shoulders far into the stride- 

butch-certainly not swish as mine is often termed. I can make out that he is weanng dark 

baggy trousers and a striped, short-sleeved T-shirt. 1 anticipate his arrival, not knowing 

anything about hirn but feel as though, in fact, I know him quite well. His shadow greets 

me first as it slowly makes its way up my leg and spreads across my body, leaving the 

concrete sidewalk. 

Hearts quicken, time hangs thick, plays slow, as we make Our approach, finally 

meet, and begin to take our leave of each other. 

1 am arnazed at how much of him 1 take in: cropped hair, brown, bleached in parts, 

gelled in place, s t ie  pierced right eyebrow, a silver hoop; eyebrows that meet squarely 

with a sliver of skin in between; blue eyes; long, light lashes; pierced left ear; sidebums 

widening into mddy cheeks; dimpled chin; full lips; endearing srnile curving up on the 



right; stale cigarette smoke; paie skin; solid neck; stooped, rounded shoulders making him 

appear slightly shorter then he really is. Our eyes are locked for a moment or two before 

they hesitantly retum to the direction of our bodies, continuing forward along the 

walkway. The gesture goes undetected by anybody else. 

1 count to five-the obligatory lapse of time so you don't seem too desperate- 

take a breath and a second glance back. He is walking as 1 remember him: fonvard, his 

shadow looming well in advance of him. His eyes, 1 can only guess from his posture, 

He mimics the stance by rozmdi~g his shortlders alid stmpitg slighrly. 

His owr1 shadow creeps beyond the stage and i t~to the audience. 

focused on the concreteness of the sidewalk. 1 replay Our meeting over and over again, a 

lamé B-film with bad editing and sound that cuts in and out. 

"Whether out in public or in the privacy of the home, queemess is constituted in 

the body of the queer: in his . . . inhabitation of that space, in his . . . gaze" (Reed 64). A 

gay's gaze can get a guy in a lot of trouble and seems to trouble many straight men, 

especially when the glancing takes place in the public men's room. As Lee Edelman wittily 

suggests, the men's room "is rarely a room with a view-or rarely, at least, a room that 

afTords a view outside itself" (152). There is, to a gay man, lots to look at, but nothing to 

look at simultaneously, simply because there "should" be nothing to look at-actuaily, 

there should be no looking. Period! The design of the rest room-an oxyrnoron for sure, 

considenng that the room is codgured to get em' in and get em' out-"has palpable 

designs on men; it inspires . . . to design them7' (1 52). 

The room is inscrîpted with compulsory ways of looking. "Looking" here is a 

cornplex layering of gazes that are founded on proscribed behaviour. 



Pauses. 

Let me explain. The penis is what garners one's entry into the men's room. Offenng it as 

proof of membership is mandatory, but this spectacle of revealing what is considered 

private is one based on a certain blindness. The players there acknowledge that the person 

beside them at the urinal has the same reason to be there as they do, but one doesn't steal 

a peak for verification. 

Ctrppi,ig his h a n h  arozrnd his moicth, projecting his voice. 

"The law of the men's room decrees that men's dicks be available for public contemplation 

at the urinal, 

A little less loudij trailing of ut the end 

[but] that contemplation must never take place" (Edelman 153). 

Unlike women who may go to the rest room in pairs to possibly talk about how 

they look, men retreat to the men's room and wony about how they are looking, or, more 

precisely, "on how their looking may be looked on in turn" (Edelman 154). 

Standing with his feet shlder-widfh opart* he looks both lefr und rigitt, 

takes an0 fher step fonvard 

Gestures fo open his zipper and places his hana3 at his groin, staring straight ahead 

Most men stand at the urinal with their eyes glued to the square inch of white tile in front 

of them in fear of wandering somewhere they shouldn't. 

Closiilg his eyes 

Or others close their eyes completely-an "1 can't see you, so you can't see me" 

scenario-transforming their bodies into a closet to contain their vision, while 

simultaneously relieving themselves into another closet that promises to cleanse impurities. 



Shakes his han&, rips-up, opens an eye, and as ml aside. 

Which I kinda like, it facilitates my looking through his temporary, voluntary lapse into 

blindness. 

The men's room is a peculiar place, a public yet private place, where upon 

entering, you check your vision at the door-the icon on the door is without vision and 

genitalia (a reminder and a warning?)-but feel as though you are being watched by some 

omni-present eye that scrutinises the circuitry of gazes to ensure complete accordance 

with the unspoken tenets which uphold propriety in the men's room. 

He retrîrns towards the patio and tosses a few bills ont0 the table, 

gathers his be/o~igings under his am. prises. T m s  to the audience. 

When boys scope other boys, there's a set of contradictions to our looking that is 
very much of this moment. The lust of the late-nineties post-queer culture must 
coexist with the ongoing ubiquity of HIV infection. Sixteen years into the 
epidemic, our desire can't stop duelling with dread disease. . . . We've had to get 
used to staring across a crowded bar at a cute guy, and realise that he turns us on, 
and at the same time, that he looks just like an ex-trick who died five years ago. 
Our erotic spaces are filled with ghosts. Our scopophilia, [our love of looking] is 
infected with loss. (Greyson 42) 

Lighrs fade. He exits stage-ri& 



Episode 1.4: uncanny others 

The set is completely bare except for a scrim a! the back of the stage where black and 

white* images (spanning stage-righ to ceti~re) and white text on a black gruund 

(scroihg in a single fine, stageqefr /O cenlre) are projected 

He enters stage-lefi and wulh fo centre, his body is the site where image and text merge. 

He delivers his lines slowly, deliberuteh with incredible clurcty of speech and diction. 

Line: Home and body, the ease which 1 feel in my home and in my body. 

Image: Still shot. An elegant interior of a home. The view is from the foyer, Rom which 

we see the living room through the reflection of a large, gilt-framed mirror. The walls of 

both rooms are white, as well as al1 accessories and furnishings. The rooms are well- 

appointed and the look is clean, precise, and ordered. Cut. 

Text: Heirnlich, belonging to the house, . . . familiar, . . . intirnate, fnendly comfortable; 
the enjoyment of quiet content, . . . arousing a sense of agreeable restfulness and 
security as in one within the four walls of his house. . . . 1 pictured it so 
corn fort able, so nice, so cosy and heimlich. (Daniel Sander' s W~rterbtrch der 
Dezttschen Sprache, qtd. in Freud 342) 

Line: Homebody, or more specifically, homobody, . . . 

Image: Action. Through the reflection of the mirror we see a male From waist-up, 

presumably nude, walk into the m e .  He is young and fit, with dark complexion. He 

walks slowly, seductively to a couch. Its back is turned away ftom the viewer, cropping 

our perspective. He stops and smiles, his gaze is down-cast. We see him caress his torso 

with his right hand, lingering playfully at his chest, his lefl is outstretched toward the 

couch. Cut. 

Text: heimlich is a word the meaning of which develops in the direction of ambivalence, 



until it finally coincides with its opposite, icnheimlich (Freud 347). The contrast 
between a secure and homely intenor and the fearfùl invasion of an alien presence; 
on a psychological level, its play one of doubling, where the other is, strangely 
enough, experienced as a replica of the self, al1 the more fearsome because 
apparently the same. (Vidler 3) 

Line: the dis-ease some feel about my homey homobody. 

Image: Action. We see his bare torso tighten and contract. His amis are outstretched and 

held at shoulder height. With a firm grip he takes the ankles of another man in each hand. 

His tanned muscular legs are visible fi-om over the back of the couch. Cut. 

Text: These pale youths are unheimlich and are brewing heaven knows what mischief 
(Daniel Sander's Wwerbuch der Deutschen Sprache, qtd. in Freud 345). 
Everything is unheimfich that ought to have remained secret and hidden but has 
corne to light (Schelling, qtd. in Freud 345). 1 am talking about the essentialist 
representations of gay men as vampiric: as sexually exotic, alien, unnatural, oral, 
anal, compulsive, violent, protean, polymorphic, polyvocal, polysemous, invisible, 
soulless, transient, superhumanly mobile, infectious, murderous, suicidal, and a 
threat to wife, children, home, and phallus. (Hanson 325) 

The images a ~ t d  text are reversed to ~tegarive, black to white and white tu b fuck. 

The perjiorrner is targeted by an intense magenta coloirred light. 

Line: The disease that ravages my home and my fnends' homobodies; 

Image: Action. They begin to hck. The rhythm is slow and steady. The other man's arm 

reaches up to touch his chest, pulls on his nipple, his hand sliding down his side and across 

his abdomen. We see his eyes close and his head fdl back, his mouth opens, his lips move. 

There is no sound. He quickens his rhythm; he tightens his grip. He curns. Cut. 

Text: Sacrificial victims, Iike persons with AIDS, whose bodies are targeted as prîvileged 
repositors of individual responsibility for al1 the public anxieties of the social-its 
intense feu of the virai contamination reflected by the panic search now for the 
drug-fiee body, the virus-free body; and who can simultaneously serve as 



sacrificial displacements, actually mythical expiations, for al1 of the violence and 
vissitudes of the revenge-seeking will. . .. These killable others are in the mythic 
sense monstrous doubles: part victirn, part symbolic representative, part sacrificial 
host, part fantisized threat, part objects of metaphoric language to excess, part real 
bodily suffering. (Kroker 323) 

Line: the antibodies that make a home of the body, . . . 

Image: Action. He releases his grip on the other man's ankles and pulls him up, off the 

couch. They hold to each other tightly, they kiss. Their hands roam, leaving traces on their 

sweat-drenched skin. Their bodies become blurry and gradually dissolve, disappear. The 

image of the room is intact and as we first saw it. 

Text: Sometimes 1 come to hate people because they can't see where 1 am. I've gone 
empty, completely empty and al1 they see is the visual form: my anns and legs, my 
face, my height and posture, the sounds that come From my throat. But I'm 
fucking empty. The person 1 was just one year ago no longer exists; drifts spinning 
slowly into the ether somewhere back there. I'm a xerox of my former self 1 can't 
abstract my own dying any longer. 1 am a stranger to others and to myself and 1 
rehse to pretend that 1 am familiar or that I have history attached to my heels. 1 
am glass, clear empty glass. 1 see the world spinning behind and through me. 1 see 
casualness and mundane effects of gesture made by constant populations. 1 look 
familiar but I am a complete stranger being mistaken for my former selves. 1 am a 
stranger. . . . 1 am disappearing. 1 am disappearing but not fast enough. 
(Wojnarowicz 55) 

The images and text cease. A dijjftrsed white 

light floods the smge from the projector. 

The clickirrg-claiter of the filmend is heard from behimi rhe SC*. 

Line: in which the body is no longer at home-a home no more. 

The set is bkackeddirt. 

He is heard leavirig the building. 



PROTO-PROLOGUE 

He etiters the outside while remaining within. 

ïhefloor is carpefed in ajield of green. S d  bludes of gras creep 

across thejlwr spilling toward~ the walls. 

The flooring gives way under foot, pungent, clean and supple, the kind that begs 

you to take off your shoes and socks to experience it, to feel it against the soles of your 

feet, between your toes, close to the body. Inhale deeply and it enters your body, fills you, 

takes root, and grows there. 

I cm remember the green carpet in my bedroom. It was sculpted in swirling 

patterns, paisley-like, with raised and shallow areas. From the carpet's edge rose the 

wallpaper which was made up of a recumng landscape that would dissolve, blur, and 

disappear into the thin air of the stale, beige ground only to reappear every six inches in 

every direction. It was a slice of the outdoors, an idyllic scene-pine trees, rolling hills, a 

driftwood fence-brought inside for contemplation. Perhaps the repeating landscape 

became trapped in a thought-bubble like one of those persistent and nagging ideas that you 

just can't let go of, the ones that you endlessly ponder and re-examine in order to gain 

some, if any, understanding. 

The wallpaper-thought-bubbles were intenupted by the room's only window. The 

sill and sash, painted a resilient alkyd-white, framed our neighbour's pink house, their row 

of boxwood hedges neatly separating me from them, and their pear tree which knew no 

such boundary. The air, heady and fiagrant fiom the fallen, rotting h i t  under my window, 

abuu with bees and wasps wafled into the room and seemed to make sense of the 

multiple paper landscapes, calling attention to their falseness and the impossibility of their 



authenticity. The wallpaper wrapped around three of the walls leaving the other cloaked in 

a dark walnut panelling. Nail holes, the pictures now hanging somewhere else, in another 

place, in some other space, reveaied the wall's artificiality; a walnut simulated facade 

pressed ont0 thin board, showroom shiny with perfect grain pattern. The panelling was far 

from real-looking, fooling nobody, but totally acceptable to most, even desired by some, 

With dePame. 

with no one ever calling ifs existence into question. 

The room was sparsely furnished with one dresser and two sets of wagon-wheel 

bunk beds, dressed in red corduroy coverlets, to be shared with my three older brothers: 

Richard (Rick: with shoulder length, wiry hair obsessively ironed poker straight), Alfred 

(Freddy: sort of goofy and vacant looking, but in a sweet way), and Leo (Butchie: tattoos 

included the piayboy bunny icon, a six-legged spider, and a bleeding heart). Each of us 

was relegated to the space of our own bed, Our two drawers in the one dresser, and our 

single shelf in the closet-a small walk-in offthe panelled wall. Over time my brothen 

mamed and moved away, leaving me with a room and a closet of my own. 
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